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Abstract13

The correct prediction of the air pollutants dispersed in urban areas is of paramount importance to safety,14

public health and sustainable environment. Vehicular traffic is one of the main sources of nitrogen oxides15

(NOx) and particulate matter (PM), strongly related to human morbidity and mortality. In this study, the pol-16

lutant level and distribution in one of the main road arteries of Antwerp (Belgium, Europe) is analyzed. The17

assessment is performed through computational fluid dynamics (CFD), acknowledged as a powerful tool to18

predict and study dispersion phenomena in complex atmospheric environments. The two main traffic lanes19

are modelled as emitting sources and the surrounding area is explicitly depicted. A Reynolds-averaged20

Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach specific for Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) simulations is employed.21

After a validation on a wind tunnel urban canyon test case, the dispersion within the canopy of two relevant22

urban pollutants, nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10), is studied. An in-place experimental23

campaign led to the availability of wind velocity and direction data as well as PM10 concentration in some24

key locations within the urban canyon. To accurately predict the concentration field, a relevant dispersion25

parameter, the turbulent Schmidt number Sct, is prescribed as a locally variable quantity. The pollutants26

distribution in the area of interest is finally demonstrated, considering one of the most frequent and con-27

cerning wind directions. Possible remedial measures are conceptualized, investigated and implemented28
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and their outcomes are directly compared. The final goal is, by realistically reproducing the district of inter-29

est, to identify the locations inside this intricate urban canyon where the pollutants are stagnating and to30

analyze which solution acts as best mitigation measure.31

Keywords32

Atmospheric environment; Air Pollution; Computational Fluid Dynamics; Mitigation Strategy; Sustainability;33

Natural Ventilation;34

1. Introduction35

In the last decades, pollutant dispersion within urban canopy has severely affected public breathability and36

homeland security, leading to a relevant number of environmental issues (Buccolieri et al., 2010). Consid-37

ering the unceasing urbanization, the majority of the people in the world is estimated to be living in urban38

areas (Manning, 2011), further emphasizing this environmental problem.39

According to a recent report (Karagulian et al., 2015), the main causes to urban air pollution are traffic40

(25%), followed by combustion and agriculture (22%), domestic fuel burning (20%), natural dust (18%)41

and industrial activities (15%). As stated by Zhong et al. (2016), the urban environment tends to limit the42

effective ventilation of gaseous pollutants, comporting a further lowering of the outdoor air quality (Pontig-43

gia et al., 2010). Moreover, the stagnant outdoor pollutants can easily access indoor environment through44

windows and ventilation system (Chavez, 2014). In this scenario, a further alarming prediction comes from45

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), according to which, by 2050 air46

pollution is expected to become the world’s first environmental cause of premature mortality (OECD, 2012;47

Blocken et al., 2016).48

Particulate matter (PM), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), and sulfur dioxide (SO2) are the pollutants49

with the strongest evidence of health effects (WHO, 2019). According to the latest numbers of the EEA50

(2019b), road transport causes 39% of the European NOx emissions and 11% of the primary PM2.5 and51

PM10 emissions (EEA, 2018). Thus, studying traffic emissions in urban environments both for NO2 and52

PM10 remains a meaningful task.53

In this regard, the WHO (2018) is in charge of a “urban air quality database” - consisting mainly of PM1054

and PM2.5 annual mean data collected in human settlements. This data suggests that, while air pollution55
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concentrations of PM were approximately stable on a global scale in the period 2010-2016, in some areas56

(i.e. the Americas and Europe) an opposite trend was witnessed. However, the WHO (2018) states that for57

solid conclusions on trends in air pollution, more detailed analyses over longer temporal intervals are nec-58

essary. Considering NOx, decreases are also observed in the last decades (OECD (2019); EEA (2019a)).59

Nevertheless, sixteen countries of the European Union still registered NO2 concentrations exceeding the60

annual prefixed limit value (EEA, 2019b).61

In Flanders (Belgium), only one measurement station showed yearly average NO2 concentrations exceeded62

the European limit value (VMM, 2018) in 2017. These considerations are however based on just 51 mea-63

surement stations, and the actual situation could be more alarming. Figure 1 b demonstrates the scarcity64

of these measurement stations in the center of Antwerp, in Flanders. Modelling results (e.g. Figure 1 b of65

VMM (2019)) and local measurement campaigns (e.g. Figure 1 c of Meysman and De Craemer (2018))66

indicate that at many other locations with heavy traffic the annual average European limit value of 40µg/m3
67

was exceeded (VMM, 2018) . This further emphasizes the need to investigate air pollution more in detail68

on district scales, to analyze how the local urban features can affect the pollutant level and to evaluate the69

performance of local remedial measures.70

The present study focuses on the evaluation of the pollution level in the Turnhoutsebaan street of Antwerp,71

whose location is displayed in Figure 1. The latter is characterized by intense traffic and large congested72

areas, with pollution levels exceeding the European Union limit values. The results of this study further73

confirm the evidence of the strong heterogeneity of the pollutant distribution within the urban framework74

(Blocken et al., 2016). This is in accordance with observations and measurement campaigns with a high75

spatial resolution performed in other cities. For example in a street in the downtown of Sidney (Australia)76

on a distances of just 200m, differences in average PM2.5 concentration of approximately 15µgm−3 were77

observed (Wadlow et al., 2019). In a small scale area in Liege (Belgium), measurements indicated that at78

a distance of 50 m, a difference in mean PM10 of more than 20µg−3 occurred (Merbitz et al., 2012). Similar79

observations were made in Hong Kong (Li et al., 2018b), Oakland (California, USA) (Apte et al., 2017) and80

the Berlin/Brandenburg Metropolitan Region (Germany) (Bonn et al., 2016).81

Computational fluid dynamic has been acknowledged as an important instrument to study turbulence and82

dispersion fields in atmospheric context (Piroozmand et al. (2020); Longo et al. (2019)). To improve the83

representation of the flow field with respect to the standard models, a RANS approach specific for ABL sim-84

ulation (Longo et al. (2017, 2020b)) is employed. Moreover, to reliably predict the concentration pattern, a85

variable turbulent Schmidt number is implemented, based on the work by Longo et al. (2020a). The model86
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is initially validated over a scaled wind tunnel test case provided with experimental data. The subsequent87

step is the real scale simulation of pollutant dispersion in the district enveloping the Turnhoutsebaan. The88

latter is reliably reproduced, explicitly depicting the surrounding roughness elements. One wind direction,89

among the most frequent and badly affecting the pollutant dispersion, is considered. An in-place measure-90

ment campaign led to the availability of velocity and concentration data in some key location within the91

street canyon, further validating the adopted computational methodology. A clear indication of the pollutant92

distribution inside the area of interest is finally achieved. On the basis of the concentration pattern, three93

additional configurations meant to reduce the local pollutant level of the Turnhoutsebaan district are con-94

ceptualized and studied. The first one consists in a number of wind catchers located on the roof of selected95

buildings facing the main street. The second one is based on a feasible building’s geometry modification,96

namely the recursive substitution of the pitched roofs with flat ones at a specific location of the Turnhout-97

sebaan. Both strategies can be considered as passive measures for reducing the pollution level, acting98

on the local flow field nature and, consequently, on the related dilution process. Finally, an active remedial99

measure is analyzed, namely the employment of innovative electrostatic precipitation devices in or close to100

the pollutant stagnation’s areas detected through CFD within the Turnhoutsebaan. Conclusion are drawn101

in the last section, with considerations on the achieved results and the perspective for future work.102
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(a) Modelling results for yearly mean NO2 concentrations
in 2018 in Antwerp. The circles represent measurement
stations. Adapted from VMM (2019).
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(b) Calculated yearly mean NO2 concentrations from
a one month measurement campaign. Adapted from
Meysman and De Craemer (2018).

Figure 1: Location of the Turnhoutsebaan (blue arrow) and air pollution indications in Antwerp (Belgium). better quality images?
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1.1. Available local mitigation measures103

Considering the framework of local air pollution mitigation, Vardoulakis et al. (2018) listed a number of104

possible remedial strategies, consisting, mostly, in form of emission reduction. However, the majority of the105

proposed individual measures resulted in a limited benefit (Vardoulakis et al., 2018), or involved important106

structural changes or a direct action on the pollutant sources, such as reducing the vehicular traffic. These107

solutions are hardly able to strongly and quickly lower the air pollution in urban environment add citation. For108

this reason, it is meaningful to investigate alternative mitigation measures. Possible strategies to face this109

issue are the exploitation of the filtering effect of vegetation, the removal by photocatalysis, the electrostatic110

precipitation/ionization, and the adaptation of building geometries targeted at enhancing natural ventilation111

and dilution. These strategies are briefly analyzed below.112

The controversial effect of vegetation on air pollution has already been extensively studied (Abhijith et al.113

(2017)). It was proved that vegetation can have an advantageous filtering effect. However, the latter114

also affects the velocity field which, in turn, can reduce the dilution process, negatively impacting the115

concentration level add citation.116

Photocatalysis, which involves the use of light and a solid catalyst, is capable of completely mineralizing117

most air contaminants (Ollis, 2000). High removal percentages are typically obtained under laboratory118

conditions, e.g. (van Walsem et al., 2018, 2019; Papailias et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019). However, in119

a larger artificial street canyon experiment scale, an upper limit of 2% NOx removal was observed (Gallus120

et al., 2015), attributed to limitations of transport of the pollutants to the photocatalytic surfaces. Gallus121

et al. (2015) analyzed former similar researches and estimated that in realistic urban conditions a daily122

averaged (24 h cyclus) reduction of NOx of around 2% should be obtained.123

As for the local urban geometry/configuration, its significant role in influencing the wind flow (Ricciardelli and124

Polimeno, 2006; Chew and Norford, 2019) and the pollutant concentration at lower heights (Wedding et al.,125

1977; Hang et al., 2012; Kastner-Klein et al., 1997) has already been demonstrated. For idealized high-rise126

compact urban areas, it was shown that variations in the building height and in the ratio of built to open127

space affects the wind speed in the urban canopy (Hang and Li, 2010). Since the increase of wind speed is128

normally associated to an higher dilution process (Huang et al., 2000), a targeted design and modification129

of the urban geometry can be acknowledged as an interesting air pollution mitigation measure. A number130

of potentially beneficial building geometry adaptions have already been summarized by Voordeckers et al.131

(2020), including the reduction of street canyon length and the increase of street canyon permeability. Shen132

et al. (2017) noted that, despite the relation between the urban configuration/geometry and air quality was133
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already extensively studied, only few former studies investigated realistic geometries. Mostly simplistic134

configurations were studied, such as 2D case studies (e.g. (Zhang et al., 2019; Mei et al., 2018; Aliabadi135

et al., 2017)) or idealized 3D geometries (e.g. (Hao et al., 2019; Wedding et al., 1977; Hang et al., 2012;136

Kastner-Klein et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019)). In the studies of Shi et al. (2018); Löwner137

and Ghassoun (2018); Ghassoun and Löwner (2017), pollution levels were correlated to urban geometric138

characteristics - such as average building height, standard deviation of building height, and ratio built to139

total area - through statistical modelling. Other authors, Shalaby et al. (2018); Xie and Castro (2009); Shen140

et al. (2017); Panagiotou et al. (2013); Tominaga (2012); Gousseau et al. (2011), focused on the influence141

of urban geometrical features (orientation of the street network relative to the prevailing wind and amount142

of open space between buildings in a street canyon) on wind flow patterns and/or pollution. In this regard,143

only few studies modelled the implementation of the aforementioned remediation measures in realistic144

urban cases (Fu et al., 2017; Juan et al., 2017; Niu et al., 2018). Moreover, these measures were mostly145

suitable for incorporation into future planning, creating a large opening in a tall building (An et al., 2019)146

or different shapes and orientations of entire building blocks (Kurppa et al., 2018). As a consequence,147

the application of realistically attainable geometrical changes to an existing urban case has not been yet148

investigated.149

Finally, electrostatic precipitation (ESP) is a technology that efficiently removes small particles from a carrier150

gas (Calvert, 1990). Blocken et al. (2016) modelled the removal of PM from semi-enclosed parking garages151

through ESP and the consequent effect on the surrounding urban neighborhood. The results indicated that152

PM concentrations could be lowered 10-50% in the vicinity of the parking garages. Vervoort et al. (2019)153

modelled the removal of PM2.5 with ESP from the naturally ventilated courtyard of the American embassy154

school in Delhi. Up to 34.1% overall volume-averaged concentration reduction was obtained as model155

result. This technology is promising and interesting, especially in case emission reduction by other means156

is not possible.157

2. Methodology158

The accurate prediction of pollutant dispersion in urban areas is a task far from being straightforward159

(Parente et al., 2017, 2019). This is mainly related to the complex nature of atmospheric flows and to the160

presence of intricate district configurations and roughness elements (Shen et al., 2015; Yu and Thé, 2016).161

Urban orography, consisting of varied geometries, shapes and heights, drastically affects the mean flow162
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and its turbulence characteristics. This, in turn, strongly influences the pollutant dispersion and distribution163

(Hang et al., 2012; Yu and Thé, 2016).164

Computational fluid dynamics is nowadays considered a powerful instrument to predict dispersion patterns165

(Yu and Thé, 2014; Longo et al., 2019; Parente et al., 2017). Differently from Gaussian and Integral models166

(Derudi et al., 2014), it can account for varied meteorological conditions, detailed characterization of the167

pollutant sources, chemical reactions and presence of complex obstacles. Nevertheless, commercial CFD168

codes do not provide specific turbulence models for ABL simulation (Pontiggia et al., 2010). As a matter169

of fact, a proper set of realistic inlet conditions and wall functions consistent with the turbulence model is170

required Parente et al. (2019).171

When dealing with CFD dispersion simulation, a relevant role is played by the turbulent Schmidt number,172

Sct, which expresses the ratio of turbulent viscosity to mass diffusivity. The relevance of this parameter173

in affecting the concentration field is undoubted (Gualtieri et al., 2017; Di Bernardino et al., 2019) and174

is further demonstrated in the works of different authors (Di Sabatino et al., 2004; Longo et al., 2019;175

Gorlé et al., 2010). When dealing with atmospheric flows, typical values of Sct range between 0.2 and 1.3176

(Yoshihide Tominaga and Shirasawa, 2008). The literature tends to prescribe this parameter as a constant177

quantity, without reporting a precise and definitive guideline for its specification (Li et al., 2018a; Longo et al.,178

2019). However, the variable nature of the turbulent Schmidt number has been repeatedly demonstrated179

(Gualtieri et al., 2017; Longo et al., 2019; Gorlé et al., 2010; Di Bernardino et al., 2019), also referring to a180

number of experiments (Reynolds, 1975) and to direct numerical simulations (DNS) (Donzis et al., 2014).181

2.1. Turbulence and Dispersion modelling182

One traditional problem related to Atmospheric Boundary Layer simulations lies in the inconsistency be-183

tween the imposed inlet conditions and the adopted wall treatment (Balogh et al., 2012). This typically184

results in the rise of horizontal inhomogeneities in the turbulence profiles, as they travel from the inlet to the185

outlet of the domain. This problem, described in detail by different authors (Longo et al., 2017; Pontiggia186

et al., 2010; Parente et al., 2011a), can drastically affect the outcomes of the simulation, especially when187

large domains are involved.188

To face this issue, a k − ε turbulence closure specific for ABL simulations has been developed (Parente189

et al., 2011a; Longo et al., 2017), under the hypothesis of steady state, incompressibility, zero vertical ve-190

locity, constant pressure along vertical (z) and longitudinal (x) directions, constant shear stress along the191

boundary layer and no buoyancy effects. This comprehensive approach is suitable for undisturbed flow192
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fields and is based on a consistent deployment of realistic inlet conditions for the main turbulence quanti-193

ties: a height-decreasing profile for turbulent kinetic energy, turbulence dissipation rate and a logarithmic194

profile for velocity. Consequently, the turbulence model parameter Cµ is not kept constant but it is varying195

with height to locally match the turbulence level (Parente et al., 2011b). Finally, for the sake of consistency,196

a source term is introduced in the turbulent dissipation transport equation (Table 1).

Inlet Conditions Turbulence Model

U = u∗
κ ln

(
z+z0
z0

)
µt = Cµρ

k2

ε

k (z) = C1ln (z + z0) + C2 Sε (z) = ρu4
∗

(z+z0)2

(
(Cε2−Cε1)

√
Cµ

κ2 − 1
σε

)
ε (z) = u3

∗
κ(z+z0) Cµ = u4

∗
k2

Table 1: Set of inlet conditions and turbulence variables for the "comprehensive approach" (Longo et al., 2017, 2019).

197

For determining the coefficient C1 and C2, it is possible to refer to the semi-empirical parameterization pro-198

posed by Brost and Wyngaard (1978). Consequently, the variation of turbulent kinetic energy with height199

can be expressed as:200

k (z) = 1
2

(〈
u
′2
〉

+
〈
v
′2
〉

+
〈
w
′2
〉)

= u2
∗

2

(
8.7− 6 z

h

)
(1)

where h is the ABL height. For neutral stratification conditions the value of h can be deduced according to201

Bechmann Bechmann (2006):202

hfc
u2

∗
≈ 0.33 (2)

where a typical mid-latitude value for the Coriolis parameter, fc = 10−4, is considered (Parente et al.203

(2011b, 2019)).204

As for the wall treatment, a wall formulation based on aerodynamic roughness is employed (Parente et al.,205

2011a; Longo et al., 2019; Balogh et al., 2012). The latter is able to automatically switch between a smooth206

and a rough treatment.207

Whenever obstacles are immersed in the flow field, a building influence area (BIA) concept has been208

developed (Longo et al. (2020b)). This is an automatically detected area, affected by the presence of the209

obstacle, within which specific turbulence closures, suitable for disturbed flow fields, can be applied (Longo210

et al., 2019; Peralta et al., 2014; Longo et al., 2020b). For this study, the turbulence model selected inside211

the BIA belongs to the Non-Linear Eddy-Viscosity (NLEV) closures (Lien et al., 1996; Craft et al., 1996;212

Ehrhard and Moussiopoulos, 2000). These methods extend the Boussinesq hypothesis of the stress-213
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strain relation to higher order terms. In addition, they express Cµ as directly depending on the strain214

rate invariant S and the vorticity invariant Ω (Longo et al. (2017)). These models show a more realistic215

representation of the normal stresses, an enhanced sensitivity to curvature strain and a more accurate216

level of turbulence in regions of strong normal straining with respect to the Linear Eddy-Viscosity closures217

(Ehrhard and Moussiopoulos, 2000; Craft et al., 1996). The specific NLEV closure selected for this study218

is the one proposed by Ehrhard and Moussiopoulos (2000), whose Cµ reads:219

Cµ = min

(
0.15, 1

0.9S1.4 + 0.4Ω1.4 + 3.5

)
. (3)

Merci et al. (2004) and Longo et al. (2017) further investigated NLEV models, claiming Cµ to be the most220

relevant parameter whenever flows characterized by reduced swirl and vorticity are involved. This assump-221

tion permits simplifying the NLEV model formulation, neglecting the higher order terms of the stress-strain222

relation and reducing the computation time.223

As for the concentration field, a general equation for the transport of a passive scalar is adopted both for224

the simulations of NO2 and PM10. The latter reads:225

∂

∂X

(
Ū C̄ − (Dm +Dt)

∂C̄

∂X

)
= ¯̇C0, (4)

where C̄ is the solute concentration, Dm = ν/Sc is the molecular diffusion coefficient and Dt = νt/Sct is226

the turbulent diffusion coefficient.227

The deployment of this approach also for the disperion of particle matter is an acceptable assumption,228

considering that validation studies involving gases are good indicators of the performance of the model229

in terms of calculations of particle mass concentrations (Holmes and Morawska (2006)). Moreover, air230

quality regulations are currently based on particle mass concentrations (Blocken et al. (2016)). Finally, the231

computation time required by the passive scalar approach is shorter than the Eulerian-Lagrangian one (up232

to 5 times) (Pospisil and Jicha (2010)).233

The standard gradient diffusion hypothesis (SGDH) is applied and the turbulent Schmidt number, a relevant234

dispersion parameter, is defined as a locally variable quantity, according to the formulation proposed by235

Longo et al. (2020a). This turbulent Schmidt number formulation, accounting for most of the experimental236

observations and numerical evidences, is capable of enhanced accuracy with respect to the standard237
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methodologies ((Longo et al., 2019, 2020a)). It is expressed by the following relation:238

Sct = exp (a Sc− b Recturb − d S − e Ω) (5)

where Sc is the molecular Schmidt number, Returb is the turbulent Reynolds number, S and Ω are the strain239

rate and vorticity invariants respectively. The a, b, c, d coefficients are specified in Table 2 Longo et al.240

(2020a).

a b c d e
0.6617 0.8188 0.01 0.0031 0.0329

Table 2: Coefficients for the variable turbulent Schmidt number Sct formulation, directly depending on relevant turbulence quantities.

241
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3. Turnhoutsebaan: measurements and modelled site242

3.1. Selected meteorological conditions243

For the proper specification of the boundary conditions, information about the local meterological conditions244

is required. In this study, wind directions are expressed in degrees, where 0° corresponds to wind direction245

blowing from North, 90° from East, 180° from South, and 270° from West.246

Measurement data of the wind for the entire 2017 were obtained from a weather station of the Flanders247

Environmental Agency (VMM). The latter, located in Antwerp approximately at 5.3km from the modelled248

site (coordinates: 51°15’39.56"N 4°25’27.84"E), measures at a height of 30m, and delivers data each249

30 minutes. Histograms to determine the probability of specific wind speed and direction values can be250

appreciated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Histograms of the wind speed and the wind direction in Antwerpen in the year 2017 as measured by the VMM weather
station.

251

The meteorological condition selected for the simulations session consists in a wind direction of 202.5°, with252

a reference wind speed of 3.55ms−1 as measured by the VMM station, and a neutrally stratified atmosphere.253

This specific wind condition was chosen, considering its relatively high frequency. Moreover, in street254

canyon configurations a wind direction perpendicular to the main street orientation typically results in the255

slowest dilution process, the highest level of pollutant concentration and, consequently, in the worst case256

scenario (Balczó et al. (2009); Gromke et al. (2008)) further citation.257

3.2. Traffic data and pollutant emissions258

Traffic count data for the Turnhoutsebaan was obtained from the municipality of Antwerp. Traffic was259

counted in the Turnhoutsebaan section between Laar and Drink, the two side of the streets included in260

the computational domain (Figure 10). The traffic lane A, highlighted in green, is towards the city center,261

while lane B, evidenced in blue, points to the outskirts. Hourly observations are available, for lane A from262

26 September 2014 to 23 October 2014, and for lane B from 26 September 2014 to 30 October 2014.263
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Furthermore, data is available for different vehicle types, including the categories car, bus, truck<20 ton264

and truck>20 ton. For each vehicle type, the mean, median, and standard deviation of the observed vehicle265

numbers were calculated per hour over all available days (see Figure 3, representative for the car data).266

Since it was observed that outliers in the vehicle numbers occur, the median was chosen instead of the267

mean as statistic to serve as input data for the model.268

The selected time slot for the simulation is [17h-18h], considering that traffic intensity is expected to be very269

high, corresponding again to a worst-case scenario.

(a) Number of cars in traffic lane A.

(b) Number of cars in traffic lane B.

Figure 3: Average and median of number of cars per hour over all observation days of the used traffic count data. Data points are
valid within the time interval starting from their abscissa till the next. The error bars show the standard deviation, not the standard
error of the mean, to illustrate the variation in the data.

270

NO2 and PM10 were selected as pollutants to be modelled, considering their health effects and their rel-271

evance associated to traffic emissions. The conversion of vehicle numbers to pollutant emissions was272

performed referring to the emission factors of the Dutch government for 2017 (Rijksoverheid, 2018). The273
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traffic and road type, accurately selected from the emission factor data, categorized as “city stagnating” (in274

Dutch: “stad stagnerend”). The emission factors have the units gkm−1. Thus, the number of vehicles within275

each category was converted to driven km. Two traffic lanes were assumed (each side has two lanes, of276

which just one is heavily used). The length of these lanes in the model was estimated to 668m. Thus,277

per direction and vehicle category, the number of vehicles was multiplied by 0.668km to finally retrieve the278

number of driven km in the modeled part of the Turnhoutsebaan. The number of driven km per vehicle279

type was multiplied by its corresponding emission factor, to obtain the emitted pollutant mass per vehicle280

type and per traffic lane, during one hour (analogously to add citation). Per traffic lane, the emitted pollutant281

masses per hour for all vehicle types were summed together. This resulted in 21.87g NO2 h
−1 and 7.21g282

PM10 h
−1 for lane A and 13.86g NO2 h

−1 and 4.52g PM10 h
−1 for lane B.283

Should we give a table with emission factors?284

3.3. Estimation of the pollutant background concentration285

Figure 4 shows the locations in Antwerp of the measurement stations R801 and R802 of the VMM. Data286

of NO2 and PM10 concentrations was obtained for 2017 (measurement frequency is once per 30 minutes).287

The data of these stations was used to estimate the urban background concentration at the Turnhoutse-288

baan and to perform a rough validation of the increased concentration due to traffic emissions in proximity289

of the road artery. The expected background concentration in the turbulence model is set by imposing the290

proper pollutant mass fraction entering the inflow of the computational domain (Figure 10 a).291

To estimate the background concentration, the available measurements at specific meteorological condi-292

tions were averaged. Since the VMM pollution measurement stations only provide concentration data, the293

latter was combined with meteorological observations to perform the selection. For a wind direction ∈ [315°,294

360°] or [0°, 67.5°], the average obtained from station R801 at aforementioned meteorological conditions295

is representative for the background concentration used in the model. This resulted in an NO2 concentra-296

tion of 35.54 µgm−3 and a PM10 concentration of 26.04µgm−3 (standard deviation: 18.38µgm−3). For the297

increased concentration due to traffic emissions nearby the road, a wind direction ∈ [135°, 225°] was used298

to select data from station R802. This resulted in a PM10 concentration of 25.39 µgm−3. Figure 5 shows all299

observed NO2 concentrations during the meteorological conditions used for the background concentration.300

301
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R801
R802

N, 0°

S, 180°

W 
270°

E
90°

Figure 4: Modified from OpenStreetMap (2019). The license of OpenStreetMap® applies to the modified figure. Locations of VMM
measurement stations R801 and R802. increase quality of figure and highlight the location of the Turnhoutsebaan

Figure 5: Concentrations measured by VMM stations R801 and R802, occurring at the meteorological conditions representative for
the background concentration increase quality of figure.
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3.4. Wind measurements in the domain of interest302

Figure 6 displays the locations within the Turnhoutsebaan where the wind xy velocity and direction were303

measured. Measurements were performed and logged with the KWS1 cup anemometer and the PCE-WL304

1 data logger of PCE instruments. The accuracy of the wind speed measurements was ± 0.5 ms−1 or 5305

% of value (largest value applies), while the accuracy of the direction was ± 5°. The low threshold value306

for valid measurements is 0.8 ms−1. Long averaging periods, at least 1 hour, were used for the velocity307

angles. As for the velocity xy magnitude, the averaging period was around 30mins.308

Measurements were performed with a strategy similar to the one adopted by Yoshihide Tominaga and309

Shirasawa (2008). One anemometer was set as base instrument, over the roof of the tallest building (which310

is the final height?) in the Turnhoutsebaan to determine the undisturbed wind conditions. All the other,311

satellite, anemometers were then displaced in strategic locations inside the urban canyon, recording data312

when the base anemometer was detecting the aimed wind direction. In total, measurements in 6 different313

locations were achieved. Per each measurement, the average and the standard error of the mean were314

calculated. add further information on the campaign, if necessary.315
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Figure 6: Location and numbering of available experimental data of wind velocity and direction in the Turnhoutsebaan.
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3.5. PM10 concentration measurements in the domain of interest316

As for the experimental data of PM10 concentration, 5 key locations were considered within the urban317

canyon, as shown in Figure 7. add further information on the concentration measurement campaign.

Figure 7: Location and numbering of available experimental data of PM10 concentration in the Turnhoutsebaan.

318
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4. Validation on an idealized street canyon wind tunnel case study319

The street canyon from the CODASC dataset consists of an empty urban canyon, perpendicular to the inlet320

velocity, as shown in Figiure 8. Its dimensions are specified in Figure 8 (b), with the distance D between the321

two internal facades (wall A upwind and wall B downwind) equal to the length L and to the height H of the322

building, D = L = H = 0.12m. The origin of the coordinate system is set at the center of the street canyon.323

The long side of the building, in the y direction, measures L = 1.2m. The pollutant is emitted from 4 line324

sources, each of them is 1.42m long. The dimensions of the computational domain are 4.92m, 2m and 1m325

in the x, y and z directions. The inlet is set 8H upstream of the first building (building A) and the outlet326

is located 30H downstream of the downwind building (building B). The four source lines are modelled as327

mass-flow inlet, with Q = 0.02kg/s. z0 and u∗ were specified equal to 0.0033m and 0.535m/s respectively.328

A structured mesh consisting of 3.5 million hexa cells was built. A grid sensitivity analysis was already carry329

out by Longo et al. (2020a). As a consequence, the mesh is considered reliable. This specific case was330

selected for validation, as representing an idealized urban canyon, with an orientation analogous or similar331

to the one considered for the Turnhoutsebaan case study.

(a)

D≡L≡H=0.12m

1.42m

W=1.2m

(b)

Figure 8: CODASC empty street canyon test case view, dimensions and measuring lines. Four line sources are located on the ground,
in-between the buildings (b) (Longo et al., 2020a).

332

Results for this first simulation are shown in Figure 9. Analogously to Longo et al. Longo et al. (2020a),333

the experimental data are compared with the outcomes of the ABL modelling approach coupled to the334

proposed variable Sct and the standard k − ε model with a constant Sct = 0.4. Additionally, the realizable335

k − ε model coupled with both Sct = 0.3 and Sct = 0.7 were studied and added to the graphs. The latter336

were selected for comparison, as they are modelling configurations traditionally employed in ABL dispersion337
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literature (Di Sabatino et al. (2004); Blocken et al. (2016)). Considering the symmetry of the problem, only338

half of the concentration profiles (−0.6m < y < 0m) are considered. The concentration is expressed in339

dimensionless form, according to:340

K = (xiUrefH)
Ql

(6)

with xi, the measured tracer molar fraction; Uref , the reference wind speed in m/s; H, the building height341

in m; and Ql ≡ Qs/L, the emission rate of line source m2/s;342

In this kind of street canyon configuration, with the wind direction perpendicular to the orientation of the343

canyon, a clock-wise vortex originates, leading to a lower dilution process and to the gathering of the pol-344

lutant inside the urban canyon. It is possible to notice that the variable Sct number permits an increase345

in the accuracy of the predictions in almost all the considered locations, both on the facades of building A346

and B, with respect to the standard approaches. The trend of both the standard k − ε (dashed green line)347

and realizable k− ε (blue rhombus and light blue triangles) is that of overestimating the concentration field,348

especially when approaching the central locations of the street canyon (−0.3m < y < 0m). The highest349

discrepancies, on a larger number of locations, can be witnessed for the standard k− ε model. A less erro-350

neous behvaiour is shown by the realizable model. In particular the simulations with Sct = 0.7 approaches351

the ABL modelling results on the facade B, with just a light overprediction of concentration. However larger352

inaccuracy is shown on facade A, also in the most external locations (−0.6m < y < −0.25m), where, differ-353

ently from more central locations, the realizable configuration with Sct = 0.3 predicts more accurately the354

concentration. As previously mentioned, the ABL model coupled with a variable Sct formulation shows, in355

general, improved accuracy. Few discrepancies can be witnessed also at the central locations of the street356

canyon, with a slight overprediction of the concentration. This validation study further demonstrates that357

the Sct plays an important role in the concentration field and that a good agreement with experimental data358

is hardly achievable with the employment of a constant Sct.359

An assessment of the turbulence quantities at the inlet and outlet of the domain demonstrated the absence360

of horizontal inhomogeneities in the profiles of velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation361

rate for the ABL turbulence model, as demonstrated in previous publications (Longo et al., 2017, 2020b).362

The proposed turbulence and dispersion methodologies were already successfully validated by Longo et al.363

(2020a) over two supplementary test cases: an isolated single building and an array of buildings. Conse-364

quently, the ABL modelling approach coupled to the variable Sct formulation from eq. 5 was selected for365

the simulation campaign on the Antwerp test case.366
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 9: Comparison of experimental and numerical predictions of non-dimensional concentration K for the empty street canyon test
case at different horizontal axial locations (Figure 8), using the standard k− ε with Sct = 0.4 (green dashed line), the realizable k− ε
with Sct = 0.3 (blue rhombus) and the ABL turbulence model with variable Sct formulation (yellow cross).
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4.1. Turnhoutsebaan model367

4.1.1. Computational domain, settings, and grid368

Figure 10 displays the geometry and the extent of the computational domain of the Turnhoutsebaan. The369

geometry drawing stemmed from a 2D plan of the land lots in Antwerp. The third dimension was added,370

based on information of a website of the Flemish government (Vlaamse overheid, 2019), Google Earth and371

Google Maps. A combination of the three mentioned sources together with in-place inspections were used372

to carefully estimate and validate the 3D building dimensions.373

As for the computational grid, it consists of approximately 35 millions hexa elements. The grid is finer in374

the area of interest (namely close to the source lanes, in the main street canyon, around the surrounding375

buildings) and towards the ground boundary. In the main urban canyon (namely, in the Turnhoutsebaan),376

an average wall dimensionless distance y+ = 290 is reached. A grid sensitivity analysis was carried out,377

building one finer grid with a refinement ratio rh = 1.18, resulting in nearly 56 million cells (rh = 1.18). For378

the grid sensitivity analysis, the relative errors of U and k were estimated equal to 0.4% and 0.5% respec-379

tively. When comparing two meshes instead of three, a conservative safety factor is usually advised (P.J.,380

1998; Roache, 2009), namely FS = 3. A GCI of 3% was determined for velocity and of 4% for turbulent381

kinetic energy, with respect to the finest grid.382

As shown in Figure 10, the guidelines on the extent of the domain and the minimum distances from the383

boundaries were respected (Franke et al. (2007); Yoshihide Tominaga and Shirasawa (2008)). The overall384

dimensions of the domain were 1050m, 1000m and 400m in the x, y, z directions respectively. The inlet,385

modelled as velocity inflow was placed at more than 5Hmax (where Hmax = 32m is the height of the tallest386

building inside the computational domain) from the first building. The inlet profiles from Table 1 were em-387

ployed for the turbulence quantities. The end of the domain, at 15Hmax from the last building, was modelled388

with a pressure outlet condition. Both lateral sides, at 5Hmax from the lateral buildings, were modelled im-389

posing a symmetry condition. The top boundary was set as inlet velocity too, with a x-direction velocity390

computed from the logarithmic profile at the top height. The ground was treated as a rough wall with an391

estimated aerodynamic roughness z0 = 0.65m, while the buildings and the main street were modelled as392

smooth walls. The Turnhoutsebaan has two traffic lanes in each direction, but one of them is for public393

transport and is less frequently used. Therefore, only 1 lane in each direction was assumed. The two lanes394

were treated as emitting surfaces, with the following estimated pollutant mass flow rates: 21.87 g NO2 h−1
395

and 7.21 g PM10 h−1 for lane A; 13.86 g NO2 h−1 and 4.52 g PM10 h−1 for lane B.396
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(a) CAD model, computational domain extent and boundary conditions adopted. Hmax = 32 m is the height of the tallest
building within the considered district.

Smooth walls

Lane A
Lane B

Rough walls

(b) View of the considered Antwerp district around the Turnhoutsebaan, with lane A (towards the city center) displayed in blue
and lane B (towards the outskirts) displayed in green. The Turnhoutsebaan street and the surrounding buildings are treated as
smooth walls. The surrounding ground and the areas enclosed by the building blocks are modeled as rough walls.

Figure 10: Zone of interest, domain extent and CAD model of the Turnhoutsebaan.
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Finally, 35.54µgm−3 and 26.04µgm−3 were imposed as background concentration for NO2 and a PM10 re-397

spectively.398

399

The simulations were run in ANSYS Fluent 2019 R3. Second-order schemes were set for the momen-400

tum, turbulence quantities and the solute concentration, with a coupled scheme for pressure and velocity.401

Convergence was assumed to be reached when scaled residuals levelled down to a minimum of 10−9 for402

species concentration and x−, y−, z− velocity, 10−7 for k, and 10−6 for continuity and ε.403

The computational grid is shown in Figure 11, with its distribution displayed for all the domain and at some404

strategic locations.405
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: Computational mesh of the Antwerp case study on the ground and city district (a), on the vertical symmetry plane, on the
buildings composing the Turnhoutsebaan (c) and on the main street (d). The grid is finer towards the city and close to the ground
boundary. A high degree of refinement is applied for the street lanes and for the whole street canyon, which are the main subjects of
this study.
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5. Results and discussion406

Figure 12 shows the comparison of experimental data and numerical prediction of wind directions and xy407

velocity magnitudes at the 6 considered locations inside the urban canyon. The turbulence model em-408

ployed is the ABL approach from Section 2.1, with hybrid building influence area (Longo et al., 2020b)409

and the NLEV model by Ehrhard and Moussiopoulos (2000) applied inside the BIA. From Figure 12, it is410

possible to notice that the velocity directions were narrowly represented by the ABL turbulence model, at411

all the locations considered. Accurate prediction was reached also for the velocity xy magnitude, with the412

highest discrepancy witnessed at location 4, where the ABL model tends to over-predict the velocity field.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Comparison of experimental data and numerical prediction of wind direction (a) and velocity xy magnitude (b) for the
Antwerp test case, in the locations shown in Figure 6. The experimental data is displayed in black circles while the numerical
predictions of the ABL model are represented by red crosses.

413

Figure 13 shows the contour plots of velocity magnitude in the vertical symmetry y = 0m and horizontal414

z = 1.43m planes. From the contour plot at the horizontal plane (Figure 13 b), it is possible to notice415

that the velocity field is strongly varying inside the urban canyon, with areas characterized by an intense416

ventilation and others affected by lower velocities, which may lead to the presence of several pollutant stag-417
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nation zones. Figure 14 shows the contour plots of building influence area (BIA) at the vertical y = 0m and418

horizontal z = 2m planes. A blue color (deviation equal to 0) represents an undisturbed flow field, while419

a red color (deviation equal to 1) is indicative of a fully disturbed flow field. It is possible to notice that all420

the buildings of the considered district are correctly detected and completely enveloped by the BIA, where421

NLEV models are employed.

(a)
2

(b)

Figure 13: Contour plots of velocity magnitude at the vertical y = 0m (a) and Horizontal z = 1.43m (b) planes for the Antwerp test
case.

422
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Figure 15 shows a comparison of experimental data and modelled concentration, in terms of difference be-423

tween total concentration and background concentration. Error propagation was performed on the results,424

stemming from the uncertainty on the background concentration. It can be acknowledged the accuracy of425

the modelling tools employed, with the highest discrepancies witnessed at location 3.426

Figure 16 shows the horizontal distribution of the NO2 concentration, at three different heights: z = 1m,427

z = 1.43m, z = 2m, z = 5m, z = 10m and z = 20m. From these contours, it is possible to notice that,428

as expected, the pollutant distribution inside an urban canyon or, more in general, in an urban context, can429

be very heterogeneous. In this regard, some specific areas, where the pollutant is stagnating and is less430

diluted, can be easily located. Moreover, it is further demonstrated that, also in a real-scale street canyon431

framework, the concentration field strongly depends on the z coordinate, with a lowering of the pollutant432

level as the vertical distance from the ground increases and, consequently, as the air entrainment tends433

to rise. This is especially evident when considering the heights z = 5m, z = 10m and z = 20m, where434

in correspondence of the emitting street the peaks of concentrations are strongly damped and reduced,435

approaching the values of the background concentration.436

The behaviour of the employed turbulent Schmidt number can be appreciated in Figure 17, highlighting the437

local variability of the approach adopted, within the suggested values in ABL literature.438

Based on the outcomes obtained at this stage, i.e. the distribution of pollutant concentration and the de-439

tection of pollutant stagnation zones, in the following section, three pollutant remediation measures were440

conceived, employed and their outcomes finally analyzed.441
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BIA 1

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Contour plots of building influence area (BIA) at the vertical y = 0m (a) and Horizontal z = 1.43m (b) planes for the
Antwerp test case.
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Figure 15: Comparison of experimental data and numerical prediction of PM10 concentration, in terms of difference between total
concentration and background concentration, for the Antwerp test case, in the locations shown in Figure 7. The experimental data is
displayed in black circles while the numerical predictions of the ABL model are represented by red crosses.
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z=1m
(a)

z=1.43m
(b)

z=2m
(c)

z=5m
(d) (e)

z=20m
(f)

Figure 16: Horizontal contour plots of NO2 concentration at the planes z = 1m (a), z = 1.43m (b) and z = 2m (c), z = 5m (d),
z = 10m (e) and z = 20m (f) of the Turnhoutsebaan, clipped between 34µg/m3 and 100µg/m3.
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Sct0.2 0.85

Figure 17: Horizontal contour plots of variable turbulent Schmidt number in the horizontal z = 1.43m plane for the Antwerp test case.
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5.1. Investigated mitigation measures442

Once the pollutant distribution inside the urban canyon for one of the most relevant wind directions has443

been determined, the next step is to propose feasible and efficient mitigation measures, especially in re-444

lation to the existing orography. Zhang et al. (2019) applied wind catchers on a street canyon, producing445

better ventilation and locally lowering the pollutant concentration. Another strategy employed consisted in446

making one floor (0th or 1st floor) in the building of the urban canyon permeable to wind. It was reported447

that these solutions could improve the dilution process, but they were also sensitive to a number of geo-448

metrical characteristics. Moreover, the test cases under study represented idealized and simplified urban449

configurations, based on two-dimensional (2D) reproduction of the street canyons.450

In the present study, three feasible strategies are considered on a real, three-dimensional (3D) case: the451

application of wind catchers, a targeted modification of the local geometry and the employment of elec-452

trostatic precipitation in strategic locations inside the urban canyon. It should be noted that the first two453

measures can be applied for both NO2 and PM10 while the third one can operate only on particulate matter.454

5.1.1. Employment of wind catchers455

Similarly to Zhang et al. (2019), the first mitigation measure investigated stems from the idea of modifying456

the local flow field in the street canyon, with the aim of enhancing the dilution process. It consists in the457

employment of wind catchers on-top of the six tallest buildings, in the upwind side of the street canyon. A458

schematic of the wind catcher can be appreciated in Figure 18. Location, visualization and dimensions of459

the wind catchers in the Turnhoutsebaan are shown in Figure 19.

Figure 18: Schematic of the wind catcher designed for the rooftop of some strategic buildings in the Turnhoutsebaan.

460

The effect of the wind catcher, shown in the contour plots in Figure 20 at the horizontal z = 2m plane, is461

that of modifying the air entrainment in the street canyon, resulting in a more efficient dilution process. A462
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(a) (b)

Figure 19: Location (a), visualization and dimensions (b) of the wind catchers (highlighted in red) inside the Turnhoutsebaan.

relevant reduction of pollutant concentration can be witnessed in the horizontal planes z = 1m, z = 1.43m463

and z = 2m, improving the local breathability inside the urban canyon (in the locations close to the wind464

catchers) and lowering the local peaks of concentrations (Figure 20). The most remarkable differences are465

witnessed at the pedestrian level, reaching, in some specific areas, where pollutant tended to gather and466

stagnate, a concentration reduction up to 37%.467
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z=2m
(a) Base configuration (b) Configuration with wind catchers

Figure 20: Comparison of NO2 concentration for the base case and the one displaying the wind catchers. The red rectangles envelope
the areas interested by the employed wind catchers.
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5.1.2. Targeted modification of the local geometry468

The second mitigation measure, based too on the alteration of the local flow field and ventilation, consists469

in the targeted modification of the geometry of some buildings inside the urban canyon. In particular,470

two buildings with a pitched roof shape were considered suitable for this modification and subsequently471

converted into flat roof shaped. For this modification, two different geometric configurations were conceived472

and studied, as schematically displayed in Figure 21 and 22. In the first case, the resulting flat rooftop was473

set to the height of the peak of the original pitched rooftop, namely z = 22.6m (Figure 21). In the second474

strategy, the converted flat rooftop was lowered at the height of the basis of the pitched rooftop, namely at475

z = 18.4m (Figure 22).476

The actual locations and modifications of the roof-top in the Turnhoutsebaan can be appreciated in Figures477

21 and 22.

(a)

(b)

18.4m

22.6m

9.4m13m

(c)

22.6m

13m

(d)

Figure 21: Schematic of the roof geometry modification based on flat rooftop elevation (a), location of the modified buildings (b),
previous pitched-roof configuration (c) and applied no pitched-roof modification (d) inside the Turnhoutsebaan.

478

As for the first geometric modification (Figure 21), a minor effect on local pollutant level can be witnessed.479

From the contour plots in Figure 23, it is possible to notice a limited reduction of pollution, around 2 − 3%480
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(a)

(b)

18.4m

22.6m

9.4m13m

(c)

9.4m

18.4m

(d)

Figure 22: Schematic of the roof geometry modification based on flat rooftop lowering (a), location of the modified buildings (b),
previous pitched-roof configuration (c) and applied no pitched-roof modification (d) inside the Turnhoutsebaan.

in the locations close to the ground level. An analogous trend was witnessed for a wide range of horizontal481

planes, with a height 0m < z < 4m. Moreover, this effect was limited just to the areas in the very proximity482

of the modified buildings.483

As for the second rooftop modification (Figure 22), analogous conclusions can be drawn. Again, only a484

limited variation in the pollutant concentration can be witnessed in the area of interest, with minor deviations485

with respect to the previous rooftop modification (Figure 24). This trend was observed for all horizontal486

planes in the range 0m < z < 4m. Moreover, surface and volume averaged concentration reports further487

confirmed this observation.488

It should be noted that, differently from the wind catchers solution, in the present strategy only a limited489

number of buildings were feasible for the proposed geometric modification and, consequently, a more490

reduced area was actually interested by the geometric modification. Furthermore, this modification was491

applicable only in proximity of an area where there are no peaks of pollutant concentration.492
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z=2m
(a) Base configuration (b) Configuration with no pitched roof buildings

Figure 23: Comparison of NO2 concentration for the base case and the one displaying the modified rooftop from Figure 21. The red
rectangle envelopes the area interested by the proposed rooftop modification.
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z=2m
(a) Base configuration

z=2m
(b) Configuration with no pitched roof

Figure 24: Comparison of NO2 concentration for the base case and the one displaying the modified rooftop from Figure 22. The red
rectangle envelopes the area interested by the proposed rooftop modification.
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5.1.3. Employment of electrostatic precipitation493

Similarly to Blocken et al. (2016) and Vervoort et al. (2019), the third and last mitigation measure, applica-494

ble for reducing PM10 concentration, consisted in the employment of commercially available electrostatic495

precipitation (ESP) units. 5 ESP units were placed in strategic locations, adjacent to the street lanes at496

z = 1m, where the pollutant tends to gather and stagnate, according to the outcomes of the simulation497

campaign for PM10. Their location is shown in Figure 25.498

The ESP units (Figure 25 (c)), labelleld Aufero Environmental Nano Solutions (2018), are commercially499

available systems with dimensions LxWxH=(2.8x0.72x1.28)m3. A maximum volume flow rate was assumed500

for each unit, namely 7500m3/h (namely 2.552kg/s), with a constant PM10 removal efficiency of 70%. The501

unit presents a high flexibility in orientation/configuration, both in the vertical and horizontal directions. This502

mitigation measure was implemented in the CFD model by explicitly depicting the 5 units (Figure 25 (a,b)),503

and setting the efficiency and the total inflow/outflow of both air and PM10 according to the ideal, aforemen-504

tioned specifications via user-defined function (UDF).505

Considering the concentration contour plots of Figure 26, at three different horizontal planes (z = 1m,506

z = 1.43m and z = 2m) it is possible to notice that the concentration level, in an extended area around507

each single unit, is strongly reduced by the remedial action of electrostatic precipitation. As one would ex-508

pect, the ESP devices are able to efficaciously impact the concentration field in a larger area, with respect509

to the first two mitigation measures. This is also related to the fact that this strategy is based on the direct510

reduction of the pollutant level, and not just on the enhancement of the local dilution process. In particular,511

in the area around the ESP unit 1, 2 and 3, the peaks of concentration of PM10 are damped and strongly512

reduced.513

In particular, in Figure 27 and 28, it is possible to analyze the effect that the presence of the ESP units514

has on the velocity and concentration fields, in the area close to the precipitators 1, 2, 3. In this location,515

characterized by low velocities and where the pollutant is stagnating, the ESP units are capable to strongly516

reduce (up to 40%) the concentration level. From Figure 28, it is possible to notice that, the concentration517

stagnation zones are strongly reduced in size and intensity. This further suggests that the employment of518

ESP units in strategic locations can lead to a relevant improvement in the local breathability level. Surface519

and volume averaged reports further confirmed the observations.520
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(a)

ESP
inlet

ESP
outlet

(b)

2.8m

0.72m
(c)

Figure 25: Schematic of the locations of the 5 electrostatic precipitation (ESP) units inside the domain (a), zoom and orientation of
the 5th unit (b) and view of ESP (c) Environmental Nano Solutions (2018).
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5526

z=1m
(a) Base configuration, z = 1m

z=1.43m
(b) Base configuration, z = 1.43m

zz=2m
(c) Base configuration, z = 2m

(d) ESP configuration, z = 1m (e) ESP configuration, z = 1.43m (f) ESP configuration, z = 2m

Figure 26: Comparison of PM10 concentration for the base case the one displaying the presence of electrostatic precipitation devices
from Figure 25. The red rectangles envelope the areas interested by the action of the ESP units.
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2

(a) Base case. (b) Case with ESP.

Figure 27: Contour plots of velocity magnitude at the horizontal z = 1.43m plane, in a zoomed area of the Turnhoutsebaan, for the
base case configuration (a) and the one including the ESP units 1,2 and 3 (b).

5526

(a) Base case. (b) Case with ESP.

Figure 28: Contour plots of PM10 concentration at the horizontal z = 1.43m plane, in a zoomed area of the Turnhoutsebaan, for the
base case configuration (a) and the one including the ESP units 1,2 and 3 (b).
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6. Conclusion521

Pollutant dispersion in the atmosphere represents one of the most concerning environmental issues, nowa-522

days strongly related to the concept of smart city (Mauree et al., 2019). Different studies demonstrated the523

existence of a strong relation between high concentrations of particulate matter (PM) and the prevalence524

of human morbidity and mortality. Consequently, the detailed study of dispersion phenomena in the atmo-525

sphere is a target of great resonance, especially within the urban canopy.526

In this work, an extended, congested area of Antwerp was explicitly depicted and the dispersion phenom-527

ena related to vehicular traffic were studied in detail through CFD. Two main traffic-related pollutants were528

analyzed, nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10). After a validation over a wind tunnel scale529

canyon, a turbulence model specific for ABL coupled to a variable turbulent Schmidt number formulation530

was employed for the Antwerp test case, further validating both the velocity and the concentration fields531

over in-place experimental data. As expected, the pollutant concentration level inside the canyon is strongly532

heterogeneous, closely depending on the local flow field and, consequently, on the urban orography. After533

a careful analysis of the pollutant distribution inside the urban canyon, three remediation measures were534

conceptualized and studied: employment of wind catchers, targeted rooftop modification and employment535

of electrostatic precipitation devices. Differently from previous studies, the remediation measures were536

applied on a real test case, taking consequently into account the local urban configuration and the feasi-537

bility of the proposed strategies. Results show that the greatest pollutant reduction is guaranteed by the538

employment of wind catchers and, especially, electrostatic precipitation. Nevertheless, it should be noted539

that the rooftop geometry modification, due to the topography of the specific case under study, could be540

applied only on a limited area with respect to the other remediation measures, and that the same strategy541

on a larger number of buildings could lead to a more efficient reduction of local pollution. Moreover, the542

application of the proposed remediation strategies requires a former detailed CFD study, in order to locate543

the stagnation areas and consequently, the key locations where it is appropriate to act. This is especially544

true for the electrostatic precipitation measures, whose employment and placing is characterized by an545

increased degree of freedom with respect to the two previous measures.546

A more comprehensive study would have included 12 wind directions. However, the only direction consid-547

ered in this study was particularly meaningful, considering it is one of the most frequently occurring and548

one of the most concerning, involving a lower dilution process.549

Future work should focus on the employment of these and further remediation measures on other urban550
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cases and on the sensitivity study on the applied measures: dimension, inclination and shape of the wind551

catchers, extent of the rooftop modification and number, orientation and location of the electrostatic pre-552

cipitation devices. Also, the effect of atmospheric stability classes different from the neutral one on local553

pollution should be taken into account.554
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